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and missed by community
Joshua Lynch
Staff Writer
When Michaela Farnum was
asked what color she thought best
represented love, she replied, "Love
is plaid." Her reasoning—that love is
so multi-faceted it can't be described
by just one color—speaks volumes
about her vibrant personality.
At Farnum's funeral service at
the Chapel of St. Ignatius on Aug.
11, friends and family wore plaid
ribbons to show the many ways her
love had touched them.
Farnum, a Seattle University
junior majoring in international
studies and Spanish, died on Aug.
3 while on a day hike in Chile. She
was participating in a study abroad
program at the Pontifical Catho-
lic University of Valparaiso and
planned to return to Seattle Uni-
versity in December.
Farnum was active in Campus
Ministry and worked as a Resident
Assistant on the Faith and Great
Ideas floor in Bellarmine and as a
receptionist at the Bellarmine Ad-
vising Center.
According to a fellow RA and
senior Humanities for Teaching
major, Katie Carrick, Farnum
planned to take a heavy course
load so she could add a minor in
social work, which had sparked her
interest earlier in the year.
"She was serious about social
justice," said Nephtalin Drummer,
Farnum's residence hall director.
"That's what shewanted to do with
her life—be an advocate."
Sean Baird, a resident on Far-
num's floor last year and a sopho-
more Theology major, remembered
how she "made the extra effort" to
take care ofothers first.
"She was a fantastic RA who
had found the balance between
professionalism and being a per-
son," said Baird.
Farnum conquered her full
schedule of commitments with
fierce determination and cour-
age.
"She did a lot of things most
other people couldn't do," said
Kathryn Collins, pas-
toral minister for wed-
dings on campus. HHMH
Local martial arts studio
combats misconceptions
JackieCanchola -The Spectator
Jason Alberts, owner ofthe Oom Yung Doe studio locat-
ed on 12thAve, uses training and dedication to abolish 9
the stereotypes associated with his martial arts form.
Last year of D-II for fall sports
Sean Towey
Sports Editor
Besides having to hang outwith
your parents for the final weeks
of summer and having no one to
throw you a going away party, the
quarter system has other draw-
backs. Students arrive on campus
weeks after the beginning of an
exhilarating fall sports season.
As Seattle Universityprepares to
move to Division I, this season will
mark the last year SU competes at
the Division II level and the last
time teams will have a realistic op-
portunity to bring home a cham-
pionship at the Division II level.
Teams have responded by produc-
ing some epic results.
In order to prepare for Divi-
sion I, teams have recruited ex-
traordinarily talented freshman
athletes. Freshman are starters
and crucial parts of all
of the teams at Seattle
University. ■■■
Joey Anchondo The Spectator
SU freshman Nick James, 6, fights for possession of the ball during the match with UC San Diego on Sat-
urday. Senior Jason Cascio, 14, scored two goals, one on this drive, giving the Redhawks a 2-0 win.
Paper tackles more than news
Chris Kissel
News Editor
The morning Calvin Turner be-
came a vendor, he woke up under-
neath a bridge, stared upward, and
thought about his life.
It seemed, he later said, like "the
world was collapsing, and that this
life just didn'thave anything left to
give me."
Then, in an act that would prove
to be undeniably serendipitous,
one ofTurner's friends got up to
go to work. The man, homeless like
Turner, toldTurner that he was go-
ing out to buy newspapers, which
he would be selling on Seattle
street corners in hopes of turning
a profit.
That was the day that Turner
heard about Real Change, and set
out on a road that would finally
lead him out ofpoverty.
"I came down, applied for a job,
went through the orientation pro-
cess, and started selling the paper,"
said Turner. "After that, I became
vendor of the week, and then ven-
dor of the month."
Real Change is a non-profit
grassroots newspaper whose mis-
sion, as stated on their Web site, is
to "create opportunity and a voice
for low-income people while taking
action to end poverty and home-
lessness." The paper has its head-
quarters in downtown Seattle and
exclusively serves the Seattle area.
Besides employing homeless
men and women like Calvin Turner
to distribute the paper, the organi-
zation serves an advocacy role and
has a history ofchallenging the city's
policy on issues ofhomelessness.
"This particular kind of paper
is one that walks the line between
doing credible journalismand advo-
eating for social change," said Adam
Hyla, the papers managing editor.
Real Change was founded in
1994 by Timothy Harris, a gradu-
ate from the University of Massa-
chusetts who was fresh from simi-
lar efforts on the East Coast (he
founded the Boston newspaper
"Spare Change"). After moving
into the new building they shared
with a loose coalition ofanarchists
and the local chapter of Food Not
Bombs, Harris and his team set to
work designing the paper and be-
ginning their advocacy work.
Since that time, the organization
has stretched to encompass the en-
tire Second Street office space. They
have undergone steady growth and
several substantial line changes, all
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Real Change lends a hand to Seattle homeless
HHB|| All throughout, the
paper's editors have uti-
lized their unique voice
to call attention to social justice is-
sues in the city they serve.
"Wealth in this country is grow-
ing increasingly polarized," said
Harris, who is still the organiza-
tion's executive director. "Seattle
is an extreme example of this. It's
becoming a city ofrich and poor."
Feelings like these are currently
being reinforced by reports tracking
the rental market, reports that illus-
trate a situation where area apart-
ments continue to grow scarcer as
quickly as they grow more expen-
sive. The Seattle Post-Intelligencer
reported that average apartment
rents now exceed $1,000, up con-
siderably from previous months.
Harris sees Real Change's role
as one that can unite both the rich
and the poor of the city, to mini-
mize stratification and heighten
economic justice.
"Our unique strength as an or-
ganization is that we have one foot
in the very low-income homeless
community, that helps us sell our
paper, and we have our other foot
in the educated, affluent commu-
nity that tends to be our reader-
ship," said Harris.
Calvin Turner's normal vending
spot, for example, on 15th Street
in Capitol Hill, is a neighborhood
that features some of the highest-
rent living spaces in Seattle while
remaining home to a significant
homeless population.
Turner, who is a Vietnam vet-
eran, was born in a small town in
eastTexas but has lived in Washing-
ton since he was discharged from
the Navy at the Puget Sound Naval
Shipyard.
As Turner said, "I managed to
have a normal life until Post-Trau-
matic Stress Syndrome hit. Then
things started to unwind."
He now lives in a house in Kent,
owing almost all of his good for-
tune to the money and support
he's received from Real Change.
Thanks to his involvement, he has
repaired is relationship with his
parents, who have provided him
with financial support, and built
beneficial relationships with the
Seattleites he serves.
Harris and Real Change stress,
however, that help for the home-
less must go beyond charity, and
believe firmly in their charge to
not only give to the homeless, but
to empower the homeless and dis-
possessed of Seattle, so that they
can provide for themselves. Like
many vendors, Turner is a shining
example of this ideal.
Turner's involvement with Real
Change led him down a path of ser-
vice that includes coaching a Spe-
cial Olympics team, volunteering
at shelter workshops and traveling
to Olympia with Real Change to
lobby for economic justice.
"This is an organization that
takes a stand on homeless issues,
advocates for civil rights, and is a
great piece ofjournalism that every-
one can get behind," he said.
Regardless of the attention and
awards that have been given to
Real Change by the community,
the organization still struggles, for
its own sake, against perceptions of
the homeless by the population-at-
large. Adam Hyla insists that one
of the reasons the paper is often
underestimated is because people
"walk in their own bubble" and are
turned off by the idea of dealing
with the homeless men and women
that sell the publication.
Despite that fact, Calvin Turn-
er continues to sell with passion
a paper he believes has the power
to change. He remains loyal to his
Capitol Hill customers, and they to
him, ensuring that his presence will
continue to remind the community
ofReal Change and their commit-
ment to justice and journalism.
His customers may live exclu-
sively in Capitol Hill, but "my turf
is the city of Seattle," Turner said.
As long as the message preached on
the street corners by vendors like
Turner is heard by caring citizens
like the Seattleites he serves, that
turf may soon change for the bet-
ter.
Chris can be reached at
kisselc@seattleu.edu
Joey Anchondo TheSpectator
A vendor that shares Calvin Turner's spot on 15th Street recalls the
times when potential customers ignore his pitch. "It hurts real bad,"
he says.
Ron Paul visits campus
Ashley See
Staff Writer
Few chairs were emptyon Sept.
14, as presidential hopeful Ron
Paul delivered a speech to hun-
dreds oflisteners in the Campion
Ballroom.
Drawing the chuckles of
many, Paul opened by introduc-
ing himself as the most consistent
congressman in the nation. Infa-
mously known as "Dr. No," Paul
voted against the Patriot Act, the
Iraq war, and raising taxes.
While rally signs were left piled
high at the doors, Paul drew several
bouts of applause as he discussed
the Constitution, Americans rap-
idly eroding rights, and the super-
ficial wealth that is sending many
into an economiccrisis.
He explained that people are
simply too complacent with the
government taking the reins, or as
he put it, 'nannying' society.
TheTexas congressman is the
first presidential candidate to ever
visit Seattle University.
Paul, who ran for President
in 1988 as a Libertarian, was
brought to campus by the Seatde
University College Republicans.
The Spectators Rob La Gatta
and Dean Powell of the Col-
lege Republicans sat down with
Paul before his speech and asked
him questions concerning the
economy and current events in
America. Here is what Mr. Paul
had to say.
Ashley can be reached at
seea@seattleu.edu
Spectator: What advantages
or disadvantages could consumers
expect from the eliminationoftar-
iffs, quotas, and other tradebarriers
supported by Washington?
Ron Paul: You know, in a free
market - where you have free trade,
and free markets here in this coun-
try and less regulation and less
taxes—the market always protects
and is directed towards the benefit
of the consumer.
A free market system doesn't say,
"Well, we protect labor," or "we
protect business profits." It's always
designed to help the consumer. So
whether it's international free trade,
or free markets here, it's always a
benefitto the individual consumer.
So if we have freer trade and less
tariffs, that means less taxes, and
prices go down. If you depend
on more protectionism and more
taxes and more tariffs, that means
the consumer pays for this, and it
makes us less competitive.
But ifwe can't compete—which
is one ofour problems today—we
have to look at why we're not as
competitive. And it has to do with
our currency fluctuations, the type
of currency we have, it's the over-
regulation and over taxation that
we have that has made it very dif-
ficult for us to compete in world
markets.
Spectator: One of the greatest
strengths of the American econo-
my is our ability to innovate and
protect intellectualproperty. Soft-
ware, pharmaceuticals, and other
technologies trail banks and energy
as some of the largest industries in
the United States.
Before the stem cell research
ban, many scientists, as well as in-
vestors, expected this field to take
the future of intellectual property.
America had some of the best re-
search, technology and information
in this field, but now our experts
are leaving the country to contract
with European or Asian research-
ers.
Whatdo landmark decisions for
stem cell research mean for the fu-
ture ofintellectual property?
Ron Paul: Well I thinkthe more
regulation we have on stem cell re-
search, the worse things will be. My
position on that is that we neither
should subsidize it nor prohibit it.
In Washington, it tends to be that
they either do one or the other: that
ifyou like it, you subsidize it; ifyou
don't like it, you prohibit it.
But in a free market, in a free
country, these things should be
developed. If there [are] severe
controversies and conflicts, they
should be sorted out at a local
level. It shouldn't be through fed-
eral judges making these determi-
nations, it certainly shouldn't be
the Congress, it shouldn't be some
bureaucracy. But the marketplace
can handle most of those difficult
questions.
Spectator: Lastly, coming to
the Northwest, where abortion is
a pretty hot issue: people up here
would probably argue that, with
an overturning of Roe v. Wade, it
would kind of be bringing more
children into society that the
rest of us have to deal with the
burden of.
How would you respond to that,
and what wouldbe a possible solu-
tion for that, that doesn't involve
raising taxes?
Ron Paul: Well, that is a reflec-
tion ofa welfare mentality. Ifa child
is brought into the world, it should
never be a burden on society...it
should be the responsibility of the
parents who brought the child into
the world. So it's a sense ofrespon-
sibility that we're dealing with.
The abortion issue sho'uldn't
be solved on pure economic rea-
sons...it should be decided upon
whether or not the unborn has a
right to live. I happen to endorse
that viewpoint—that there is a legal
entity. As an OB doctor, I know
that if I had ever injured a child
before it [was] born, I have legal
responsibilities. So there is a legal
entity: there [are] inheritance rights
associated with an unborn.
And yet, in spite of that strong
belief, I don't believe the federal
government should be involved.
And there are some difficult ques-
tions to answer about abortion, and
they shouldbe handled locally and
by individual states.But I don't like
the idea that there is one ruling,
by a federal court, that made the
conditions such where even [in the]
third trimesterbabies can be abort-
ed. I don't think that's theright ap-
proach... under our Constitution,
these things should have been dealt
with at the local level.
Rob La Gatta "The Spectator
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Nightclubs concerned by sting operations
Michael Lis-Sette
Staff Writer
The Seattle Police Department
concluded a sting operation on
Sept. 8 that investigated potential
violations ofvarious statutes of op-
erations by Seattle-area nightclubs.
The investigations centered
around a total of 15 clubs, with 14
having been allegedly found by Se-
atdePolice Department in violation
ofregulations concerning such mat-
ters as allowing a minor to enter the
premises, serving alcohol to a minor,
over-serving customers and in the
case oftwo establishments, allowing
a firearm on the grounds.
One example, as per a list of
violations provided on the KOMO
TV website, is Finn MacCool's in
the University District, where two
counts ofallowing a minor into the
bar, two counts ofserving alcohol to
a minor and one count of over-ser-
vice were reportedly witnessed.
A second example is Sugar in
Capitol Hill, where two counts of
allowing a minor into the bar and
two counts ofserving alcohol to a
minor were reportedly witnessed.
As part ofa press release issued
by the City ofSeattle, city attorney
Tom Carr announced both his in-
tention to have his office prosecute
the individuals involved and de-
scribed his own disgust with the
behavior of these clubs.
"My office has filed these cases
and will prosecute the individuals
involved to the fullest extent of
the law," said Carr. "I am appalled
that these clubs so flagrantly violate
laws intended to protect our com-
munity."
While a total of 28 individuals
were identified as participating in
criminal acts, and 28 arrest war-
rants were issued, only 17 people
were taken in by the police during
the raids.
Almost immediately after, con-
troversies began to arise over the
nature ofsome of the arrests, and
whether certain media reports re-
garding those arrests were accurate.
Some of the most seemingly
egregious problems were those sur-
rounding the events that took place
atTommy's Nightclub and Grill, lo-
cated on 4552 UniversityWay N.E.
in the University District. There,
arrests took place on the basis of 12
purported violations: seven over-ser-
vice, two allowing a minor into a
bar, two serving alcohol to a minor
and one allowing a firearm into the
bar.
The charge that a gun was
brought into the establishment
relates to an incident on the Aug.
17, in which two undercover offi-
cers already in the club attempted
to bribe a security guard to allow a
third undercoverofficer carrying the
firearm in question into the club.
The Seattle Times reported that, on
Sept. 10, according to the police,
there was a gun brought into the
establishment that night.
This is something that is strongly
disputed by the general manager of
Tommy's, JeffAndrew.
"That night I was having a hip-
hop show, and the contract includ-
ed providing security. I can't say for
certain that a bribe didn't change
hands as has been alleged, as I did
not see it," Andrew said. "But I can
assure you that the man at the front
door, who was at the club as part
of the contract and not aTommy's
employee, did not let the person
carrying the gun into the club."
SPD, when contacted for com-
ments on the events that took place
at Tommy's that led to the charge
of allowing a firearm into the club,
had a differing opinion regarding
the bribe.
Mark Jamieson, a member of the
SPD media relations unit, explained
that while "the facts surrounding
the Tommy's incident have been
disputed [...] it is documented that
the doorman did accept money to
allow a weapon into the club."
Andrew questioned this justifica-
tion and continued to assert that the
raids were politically motivated.
"You had the raid, and a week
later [a vote was scheduled] on
whether or not to require a new
permit for certain clubs," said An-
drew. "If they were found in viola-
tion, the mayors office could shut
them down without consulting the
liquor board."
Andrew continued by explain-
ing that he felt the reason this was
attempted was due to a gun-related
incident that took place within the
past six months. However, he also
said that he has problems with some
of the popular memories of that in-
cident as well.
"What people forget [...] is
that ours took place outside [and]
involved a man who wasn't let into
the club, who left the area and came
back before finally firing."
The incident leftone club securi-
ty guard in the hospital, who recov-
ered from his injuries by the time
SPD had concluded their raids.
Once the new allegations started
flying, speculation began to rise in
the Seattle area about the legitima-
cy of the police's actions. Andrew
himself lauded the response of the
Seatde Nightlife and Music Associa-
tion (SNMA) to the raids.
"They held a meeting that
brought everybody together al-
most right away, and they've been
at the forefront of getting the cor-
rect information out to the press,"
he said.
The SNMA serves as the chief
trade and advocacy group for
lounges and nightclubs in the Se-
attle area. It does this through a
variety of means, best stated in its
"Action Agenda," which, according
to its website, includes protecting
"music venue,bar, and club owners
rights." It is likely that if potential
lawsuits were to go forward against
the city, the SMNA would provide
assistance for those involved.
Andrew himself was arrested
for reasons ofalleged over-serving,
along with one other employee
that night. Warrants had been is-
sued for two more employees that
were not working that night, but
who turned themselves in almost
immediately. Because of the time
of the raids and how long it took to
book those arrested, the bail bonds-
man were already closed. Andrew
and his coworkers had to spend the
night in jail.
Andrew said that they plan to
fight the allegations as far as is nec-
essary to prove their innocence.
"Right now we and our attor-
neys are concentrating on getting
the charges thrown out. There has
been some discussion ofbringing a
civil case against the cityfor wrong-
ful arrests, but that's something
we're leaving for the future."
Michael can be reached at
lissette@seattleu.edu
The Mayor's office










General Manager of Tommy's Nightclub, Jeff Andrew, 37. This needs to be longer.
SU student
remembered
D Until her final mo-ments, Farnum dis-played this determi-
nation. Even when three of her
friends decided to stop because
of altitude sickness, she contin-
ued hiking toward a summit in
La Campana National Park, ac-
cording to MaryAnn Almeida's
blog, one ofthe women who also
went on the hike.Farnum took a
trail intended for technical rock
climbing and fell nearly 50 feet.
Almeida's blog said a,woman's
voice could be heard followed
by "the rumble of rocks sliding
above." A helicopter found Far-
num's body the next day.
A university-wide e-mail
from Robert Kelly, vice presi-
dent ofStudent Development,
announcedFarnums death only
a few hours after she was found.
News had traveled quickly,
despite the fact that Farnum's
friends were scattered across the
country (and even the world)
at the time of her death. Baird
received an e-mail at home
from other former residents of




Nash was in Vietnam when he
received Kelly's e-mail. "I remem-
ber what made me stop crying
was that Michaela would have
told me to stop," saidNash. "She
wouldhave said, 'Dude, youre in
Vietnam!'"
Nash and several Seatde Uni-
versity students planted 2,600
trees that dayin central Vietnam,
an area still devastatedby the ef-
fects of the Vietnam War, and
dedicated them to Michaela. A
plaque inscribed with Farnum's
name was placed at the base ofa
tree, and a traditionalVietnam-
ese ritual was also performed.
Kyle Finnegan, junior Man-
agement and Marketing major,
chose to honorFarnum in a more
modern way, justfive minutes af-
ter receiving the bad news. He
created a Facebook group called,
"We Will Always Remember Mi-
chaela Farnum," which now has
over 719 members, 119 photos,
and contains many more fond
memories posted by group mem--
bers.
The MichaelaFarnum Memo-
rial Fund, according ro Kathryn
Collins, has now raised almost
$ 1,000. The donations will ben-
efit future searches and retreats.
International Studies Abroad
Inc. will also distribute $10,000
in scholarships annually to stu-
dentsfrom the Michaela Farnum
Memorial Scholarship Fund.
According to Nash, a deck to
be built between Campion and
Chardin for studying and relax-
ation is among the possibilities
for a permanent memorial on-
campus.
Students are encouraged to at-
tend a memorial service m Far-
nums honor on Oct. 10 at 7:00
p.m. in the Campion Ballroom.
Joshua can be reached at
Iynchjl@seattleu.edu






ongoing work have the exterior
and interior of Seattle Univer-
sity changing to meet the schools
reputation as one of the premiere
private universities in the Pacific
Northwest.
The university administration,
as well as the facilities department,
have a master plan aimed at im-
proving the Seatde University ex-
perience for current students and
students of the fiirure.
Some of these improvements
are already visible in the renova-
tion of Chardin Residence Hall,
the work on the Marion Street en-
trance, and Bannan building.
"I think we need to give a huge
round ofapplause to the facilities
department," said Rob Kelly, vice
president ofstudent development.
"It is absolutely amazing that so
much has been completed in one
summer."
Kelly said that he and his col-
leagues expect to keep at this pace
for the upcoming year and sum-
mer, The rationale for the spend-
ing stems from the practical need
to upgrade facilities and torespond
to students' needs for housing and
classrooms, as well as the needs of
faculty.
"The university has done a
good jobat looking at the needs of
incoming and returning students
and listening to what students
want," said Kateri Schlessman,
special projects and client rela-
tions coordinator ofthe facilities
department.
Currently in progress is the
refurbishing of the main entrance
to campus at the intersection of
11thAvenue and Marion Street.
There will soon be an SU seal on
the pavement, and new shrubbery
and pavement in the vicinity.
"Wecan now say, 'Meet you at
the seal!"' said Kelly. "It is amaz-
ingthat many people have no idea
where our front door is. I also
think [the reworked entrance]
will enhance the beauty of the
Chapel."
The improvements on campus
are not merely superficial.
The most substantial among
these will be the new apartment-
style residence hall to be construct-
ed on the corner of 12thAvenue
and Cherry Street. That building
would provide another 250 beds
for students living on-campus.
Theadministration is currently
in the initial stages ofcompleting
the finances for this project.
"The plan [for the new resi-
dence hall] is still conceptual at
this point," said Schlessman. The
apartments should be comparable
in cost to acurrent Murphy apart-
ment. Schlessman attested to the
fact that the rate ofcondo-conver-
sion construction in the area has
pushed students back into SU
housing, thus the need for SU to
accommodate these needs.
Science labs inBannans fourth,
fifth, and sixth floors are also cur-
rendy undergoing construction to
better meet the needs ofthe grow-
ing science program. The former
diagnostic ultrasound suite on the
fourth floor is to be replaced by
two new biology labs, in addition
to the few brand-new labs for di-
agnostic ultrasound on the ground
floor ofChardin. Rooms like these
are being built across campus,
Kelly indicated, to maintain SU s
dedication to inter-personal learn-
ing. ■
"We want to keep classes small
and allowfor an intimate, integrat-
edkind oflearning experience," he
said.
The Lynn building is also cur-
rently being renovated to aid com-
munication majors in their stud-
ies and pursuits through a digital
journalism lab and new offices, as
well as being brought up to wa-
terproofing standards. The base-
mentofXavier Global House was
redone this summer to add more
classrooms and an elevator is being
constructed to bring Xavier up to
ADA accessibility guidelines.
Students and faculty alike
will eventually benefit from the
improvements around campus.
Some professors have currently
been situated in offices connected
to the polyclinic on the corner of
Madison and Broadway, but there
are plans in the works to build of-
fice space across from 12thAvenue
and possibly relocate the Admis-
sions office. The administration
offices are to be relocated to the
Garrand building.
According to Rob Kelly, there
are also plans in the years to come
to build a new sports and convoca-
tion center for university sports to
meet SUs new status as a Division
I athletic university. There is talk of
a jointfood services building to ac-
company the sports center.Logan
Field will also be seeing renova-
tions to meet these needs.
Plans are also underway that
will create a training space for
ROTC, a new reading room in
the library, and new offices for ad-
ministration across 12thAvenue.
These plans are farther in the fu-
ture, however, and the immediate
focus is the practical need to house
students and provide for their ed-
ucational needs, while enhancing
the appearance of the campus.
The university financed the
spending, which amounts to ap-
proximately $20 million, with
loans in the form ofbonds.
"We are working with a private
developer right now [on the con-
cept ofnew residences on 12th and
Cherry] to ensure that we do not
hinder the university's borrowing
capabilities," said Ronald Smith,
vice president for finance and busi-
ness affairs.
"Over a year ago, there was
an initiative to renovate Connolly
with a fitness center and to reno-
vate the pool," said Smith. "We are
doing what we need to do to be
competitive and attract students
to the school."
According to Smith, there is
still more fundraising to be done
to meetthe financial needs ofthese
future projects.
"The focus is to enhance the
campus not only for the present
[...J but for the future," said Kelly.
Emily can be reached at
holtel @seattleu.eclu
Oom Yung Doe answers to its past
Mike Baldwin
Staff Writer
As fall classes begin, some stu-
dents may have noticed the new
Oom Yung Doe Martial Arts stu-
dio across from the Lee Center on
12th avenue.
Thanks to an anonymous tip
from an SU student and the resul-
tant blog by a Spectator staffmem-
ber, some may also be aware of the
scandalous pass of the Oom Yung
Doe style.
In the blog were reprinted the
contents of the anonymous tip, as
well as a summary ofan investiga-
tion done by KING 5 News in 2005
about the high financial demands of
Oom Yung Doe on its members.
Oom Yung Doe is a martial arts
style which encompasses eight dif-
ferent styles taught as one. Started
in the United States in the 1970s by
Grandmaster "Iron" Kim, the stu-
dios that teach the style have been
accused of, among other things,
mind-control over their students,
enforcing a cult-like atmosphere,
and, in 1996,tax fraud, which even-
tually led a dozen of the styles lead-
ers, including GrandmasterKim, to
be convicted in a federal court.
Although many of the studios
are now run by people unassociated
with the leaders that were convicted,
the stigma associated with the Oom
Yung Doe name continues to curse
the newer establishments.
Jason Alberts, who owns the
Oom Yung Doe studio on 12th,
is aware of thereputation that sur-
rounds his studio due to the styles
checkered past.
"All I can ask is that people to
come in and see it for themselves,"
said Alberts. "There were a lot of
things that happened in the past.
That has nothing to do with this
school. If that past had anything to
do with my training, I wouldn't be
here."
Nevertheless, allegations have
been made against the 12th street
franchise of Oom Yung Doe that
Alberts owns. In 2005, when the
studio was located on Madison, a
former student accused the studios
instructors of forcing him to sign
expensive contracts after long work-
outs, a charge that was investigated
by KING 5. The story alleged that
Oom Yung Doe was charging stu-
dents up to $20,000 for six-month
training courses.
To these claims, Alberts says that
the student in question had signed
up for multiple courses at once, as
well as seminars on weapons train-
ing, accounting for the high cost.
Alberts admits that Oom Yung
Doe may seem expensive compared
to other martial arts studios, but ex-
plains that Oom YungDoes unique
curriculum accounts for the elevated
prices.
"We teach eight styles, not just
one," said Alberts. "So compared
to one style-teaching, such as Tae
Kwon Doe, it is expensive."
A two-month beginner's course
costs only $290, while higher cours-
es, such as black-belt training pro-
grams, run $5,000 for a 24-month
course. Students may also enroll
in instructor training and certified
black-belt courses.
The school, which has since
moved outof the space on Madisoji,
is now located in the building on
12th. The building was dilapidated
and about to be condemned when
Alberts decided to lease it.
Roofs were caving in, walls were
falling apart, and the floors were
littered with debris. Alberts and
his instructors, with help from stu-
dents, rebuilt the walls, roof and
floor, and cleared out all the debris
themselves.
Although the school is open and
running, an official grand-opening
ceremony is scheduledfor mid-Oc-
tober.
"It was really amazing how ev-
eryone came together," said Alberts.
"We're a pretty tight group."
The Oom Yung Doe style does
require a large time commitment
from its members. Alberts says they
recommend a 3-day a week com-
mitment from its members, but
adds that Oom Yung Doe is really
a lifestyle change.
"Ifyou go on a diet,you don't just
do it for two or three days a week,
you do it everyday. A lot of martial
arts [are] taught like a sport," said
Alberts. "Who can kick the highest,
the fastest, and such. That has noth-
ing to with life. Oom Yung Doe is
about bettering the whole body, so
the commitment is a bit stronger."
The internet posters that re-
sponded to the Spectator blog
seemed to echo these sentiments.
One aspect that was stressed from
readers's responses was the ability of
Oom Yung Doe to cure both physi-
cal and mental ailments.
.
. .Justin. Mather, graduate.
and a customer ofOom Yung Doe,
wrote of a student who suffered
from severe seizures before begin-
ning training. Within months, the
student's seizures had ceased and her
physical health had improved. Al-
berts confirms the story and adds he
can attest to the styles healing pow-
ers based on personal experience.
After suffering amajor back inju-
ry while working construction, Al-
berts was slated to have surgery that
had a 30 percent rate ofsuccess, he
says. Instructors at his studio con-
vinced him to try Oom Yung Doe
as a healing agent. Alberts claims
within one month, he went from
needing support just to walk, to be-
ing back to his physical norm.
Other allegations against the
Oom Yung Doe style include ac-
cusations that the instructors of the
style shun any outside interaction
and encourage students to only as-
sociate with one another.
Thomas De Leon, an SU senior
and instructor at Oom Yung Doe,
claims this to be false. In his re-
sponse to the blog, De Leon wrote,
"One of the unique things about
Oom Yung Doe is that aside from
the physical movements, there are
also principles that are taught. One
of these is of the importance of
helping others and building com-
munity."
Alberts feels this emphasis on
community is essential to having
a successful school. He offers free
preview courses to anyone in the
community, so that they can get a
feel for Oom Yung Doe. And while
he knows the past of Oom Yung
Doe will continue to hang over the
school, his focus is on creating a new
history.
"When I fixed myself, that
changed my whole life," Alberts
said. "I don't want to just run a
school, I want to help build a com-
munity."
Mike can be reached at
jDaldl799.@seaitleu.edu






The 12th Ave. building was dilapidated when purchased by Jason
Alberts, who renovated the space into a successful training studio.
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Jesuit Pierre Teilhard de Chardin
now has another new association
to add to his Wikipedia page: the
newly founded existence ofChar-
din Residence Hall.
Over the summer, the Facili-
ties Department undertook heavy
construction on the former nursing
home Bessie Burton, renovating it
to re-open as Chardin Hall. The
new space was necessary to meet
the growing needs of the Seattle
University campus.
Chardin not only features suite-
style living, complete with full bath-
rooms for every four students, but
also large event rooms, numerous
study lounges and spacious kitch-
ens on each floor. Each room is also
provided with a micro-fridge and
wireless Internet capabilities.
The ground floor features con-
ference rooms fit for approximately
40 people, diagnostic ultrasound
labs, and computer labs. It will also
soon have a chapel, which is cur-
rently undergoing construction.
The general consensus regarding
the new living space on campus is
excitement and surprise.
"[Moving in] was a huge shock.
The room was so much better than
I thought it wouldbe," said Vanessa
Mitchell, sophomore civil engineer-
ing major.
Mitchell was impressedwith the
transition from a room belonging
in a nursing home to dorm room.
"It feels like a home, not a hospi-
tal room. There is new sheetrock in
the bathrooms and so much space,"
said Mitchell. "[These rooms] are a
good transition for students from
dorm style living to apartment liv-
ing."
Students do have to clean their
own bathrooms, but Mitchell
doesn't mind. "Cleaning the bath-
rooms takes roommate coopera-
tion, which is essential to learning
to live together."
Omar Vazquez, freshman inter-
national studies major, had applied
to live in Bellarmine Hall but was
placed in Chardin, only to be pleas-
antly surprised.
"It is great. I have a lot more
room and having my own shower
is more convenient, even if I have
to clean it," said Vazquez.
The goal of the Residence As-
sistants and those in charge of the
spiritual guidance ofChardin Hall
is not only to coexist, though, but
to develop astrong floor communi-
ty. The mission statementofChar-
din sets forth four pillars through
which the community hopes to
grow: community, leadership, ser-
vice and spirituality.
"All our programs will be based
off the four pillars, and we are cur-
rently encouraging students to tell
us ideas for programs," said RA
Ryan Rodriguez, sophomore soci-
ology major. "We are having open
door nights to encourage commu-
nity and prayer meditation [and]
painting to encourage spiritual-
ity."
Currently, 144 students live in
Chardin, the majority of whom
are sophomores. A smaller num-
ber of juniors also live in the hall,
along with scattered freshman like
Vazquez, who were placed in Char-
din over the summer.
Sophomore students who wished
to live in Chardin last year had to
fill out a special application to en-
sure that they would be commit-
ted to creating a new community
to match the brand-new physical
space.
Patrick Rossmann stressed the
importance of the pillars in terms
ofresidence life.
"These new students help to
shape the culture and define the
community ofChardin," said Ross-
mann.
Residential minister Matthew
Zahler said he is grateful for the
opportunity to take part in this pro-
cess and incorporate spirituality.
"I hope thatall students use the
opportunity to develop a standard
for a new way of living, so that this
is not just a place to sleep [and] to
party," said Zahler.
He also said he is excited about
the spiritual forums soon to be held
in the residence hall, as well as his
role as a spiritual guide. He also
congratulated the residence assis-
tants' recent hard work since they
are currently short one RA.
There are a few kinks still being
worked out by maintenance and
construction.
"There were a few things over-
looked while building [this sum-
mer]," said Rodriguez. "Some stu-
dents are struggling with plumb-
ing issues and other maintenance
requests. There are currently no
laundry services up and working,
but they should be completed in a
week's time, as should the wireless
Internet access."
Rossmann agreed that the incon-
veniences were only temporary.
"In a month's time, I would ex-
pect everything to be really settled
down," he said.
Meanwhile, Chardin residents
will be getting used to their new
living space and forming the com-
munity that will shape their experi-
ences this year.
"Because this hall is smaller, we
have the opportunity to get toknow
each other better and become more
engaged," said Rossmann.
Emily can be reached at
holtel @seattleu.edu
It feels like a home,




Two students stand in the newly-renovated Chardin Hall, which houses
144students. Most participate in social awareness programs.
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Round-up can raises questions
Jessica Van Gilder
Copy Editor
A recent incident involving
a can of sugar water, a pesticide
Round-Up sticker and a group of
concerned students brings to light
the dedication to a sustainable and
pesticide-free campus.
When students in the Environ-
mental Club saw what appeared
to.be a can of Round-Up near the
Connolly Center, they raised con-
cerns about the University's pesti-
cide-free policy.
A little bit of investigation by
GroundsManager Craig Chatburn,
however, revealed that the spray
bottle with the Round-Up label
actually contained sugar water that
the school's Facilities Department
sprays on the sidewalks to keep
them smooth.
Lead gardener DC Clausen
laughed when talking about the
confusion over the Round-Up
bottle.
"It was just a label on a spray
bottle. I think it was time consum-
ing for Craig because he was try-
ing to figure out who did it and if
it really was Round-Up," Clausen
said. "It's just totally against all our
policies and none of the gardeners
here would do that."
The apparent manufacturer ploy
for advertisement stirred the Envi-
ronmental Club to question the
Grounds Department, but they
were also open to the possibility
that there was a legitimate expla-
nation for the Round-Up can.
"The initial reaction was kind of
shock," said Bryson Nitta, environ-
mental studies major and Environ-
mental Club President, before learn-
ing that the can had been explained
away as a container for sugar water.
"We didn't really think that that was
something we'd find on campus and
it was a concern. I'm kind ofhoping
or leaning towards [the possibility]
that it's some random accident or
misunderstanding."
Nitta ended up being correct
on this point, and after being told
what the can ofRound-Up actually
contained, Nitta said, "That makes
perfect sense to me because I was
like 'I don't think the grounds crew
would use that.'We never thought
they were doing something shady
or anything like that, we just want
to take care of the campus as much
as they do. We onlyhave respect for
the grounds crew."
Although the club's initial reac-
tion may have caused some compli-
cation for the Grounds Dpartment,
ultimately it served as a reminder of
SU's efforts for sustainability.
"I think it's kind of a good teach-
ing moment. It's encouraging that
people are aware enough that we're
a pesticide free campus that they
would see that and be concerned,"
said Janice Murphy, organic and
landscape management gardener.
"It's actually a really good thing. I
think it is sort ofan opportunity to
reinforce that all the crew is really
dedicatedto no pesticide use."
Since the mid-1980s the
grounds crew phased out pesticide
use on campus. The last recorded
pesticide use was in 1998, before
that in 1994, but even then they
were only spot-on treatments to
specific problem areas.
Nitta described pesticide use as
an attempt to accomplish some-
thing "we don't necessarily have
the right or the ability to do prop-
erly."
Additionally, the grounds crew
said not using pesticides allowed
for denser biomass, more nutritious
soil and a rich diversity ofbeneficial
insects.
"I'm glad we dropped [pesti-
cides], I really am. It's changed the
grounds a lot," said Clausen. "The
plantings we've put in have stopped
the weed process, we've gained more
biomass and nicer looking areas."
In fact, SU has won several
awards for not using pesticides. In
2006 the Washington Toxics Co-
alition inducted SU's landscaping
department into their hall offame
for "grassroots activists working on
toxics issues."
Nitta also mentionedthis award
and said that, "I'm pretty proud of
SU's sustainability efforts. We can
be an example for Seattle. We're in
an urban area and we're still doing
these really cool things. That's rare
and something to be proud of."
One of the projects that contin-
ue to expand on campus is storm-
water retention areas. A couple of
these methods have already been
implemented on campus to keep
storm water overflow onsite instead
of in storm water drains.
The next big project in this area
is the storm waterretention piece in
front of the Lynn building, which
will help in the case ofanother big
storm like during last year's winter
break.
"It's really an interesting and in-
novative project," said Murphy. "It's
one that Seattle University can be
really proud to be in the forefront
of."
The grounds crew has no inten-
tions ofstopping their effortsto find
more ways to maintain and expand
these levels ofsustainability.
"I'm hoping to keep this trend
going," said Clausen. "I think we're
a really positive forefront for the
university."
Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu
Julie-AnnIgnacio The Spectator
Gardener PattyWright uses a weed whacker that omits less carbon
dioxide and less noise than most.
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over the summer at Seattle Univer-
sity seem to have been instrumen-
tal in alerting the community after
an attack on a female student on
Sept 24th. The incident occurred
at Loyola Hall, which houses the
university's College ofEducation,
at approximately 7:45 in the morn-
ing.
The suspect in the assault has not
yet been identified. He is described
as being a Caucasian male with short
reddish brown hair and freckles, ap-
proximately twenty years ofage. He
is about s'B" tall and 185 lbs.
The victim noticed the unknown
man as she was leaving her bathroom
stall, at which point he knocked her
to the ground and punched her twice
in the forehead.
To be able to [...] get




Director of Public Safety
The incident has been reported
to the Seattle Police Department,
which is continuing to investigate
the matter. The victim's name has
not been released to the public.
Michael Sletten, directorofPub-
lic Safety, said that extra security has
been postedaround the campus after
the attack.
"We have an emphasis patrol,
both uniformed and plainclothes,
doing building checks, and we've
been doing area observations to see
if there's anything we can pick up
on," said Sletten.
The incident comes on the heels
of asummer that has brought many
changes to campus security. Among
these changes, the university has sub-
scribed to the e2Campus alert sys-
tem, a program that would send im-
portant infdrmation to students via
cell phone, home phone or email.
According to a university an-
nouncement last week, the system
would alert students of "an immi-
nent, physical threat to the commu-
nity," as well as extreme weather or
unplanned events.
Although the attack last Monday
occurred well before there had been
time to implement to the e2Campus
system, Sletten says there is a possi-
bility that it would have been used
to alert the community, had it had
been in place at the time.
Ifanything, however, the events
highlighted the need to go beyond
the email alerts that Public Safetyhas
relied on in the past.
Sletten himself noted the fatally
inefficientrole that the VirginiaTech
email system played in the massacre
that took place there last year. That
email system, verymuch like the one
used by Public Safety on the morn-
ing of the Loyola attack, proved the
ineffectiveness of the email method
and the need for something more.
Now, safety officials like Sletten
are turning to cellular phones as a
means to prevent events like these
from happening again.
"To be able to utilize that me-
dium, to be able to get a text message
on that screen, is extremely empow-
ering," said Sletten.
New measures such as these
could be instrumental in warning
students ofevents like the attack at
Loyola Hall on Sept 24th. In the
meantime, the Seatde Police Depart-
ment is continuing its investigation
of the attack, and Campus Public
Safety officers will be on patrol and
on the watch throughout the com-
ing days.
Chris can be reached at
kisselc@seattleu.edu
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Help Wanted
As part of our expansion program, a small company is looking for part time work
from home account managers and sales representatives; it pays $2,200a month
plus benefits and takes little of your time. Please contact us for more details.
2-3 hours access to the internet weekly. Must be over 22years ofage. Must be
efficient and dedicated. If you are interested and need more information, please
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LESSON LEARNED: Don't try to define God or yourself.
MY STORY: You don't usually think of a bar as a ministry
setting. But then, 1 had this conversation one day and God
opened doors.
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Responding to new risks
Virginia Tech report guides new policies and reforms
at Seattle University, promotes campus security
Nicholas Lollini
Editor-in-Chief
On Aug. 30 the much anticipated
Virginia Tech Review Panel was handed
over to the Governor of the Commonwealth
ofVirginia Timothy Kaine. The report took
and analyzed countless elements of the
cause of, response to, embedded mistakes,
and the ultimate far reaching effects of the
Virginia Tech massacre which took place on
April 16, 2007. It has since been dispensed
and analyzed by universities and institutions
across the globe in an attempt to understand
and ultimately prevent another attack on
the grounds ofa university campus.
Seattle University did not wait until
the findings of the report were published
to begin instituting campus safety reforms
and improvements. Nonetheless, the
report will undoubtedly play a role in the
creation of an improved and expanded
on-campus network of information
gathering and dissemination, in addition
to revisions within the judicial councils of
the university.
"Over the summer we engaged in a
simulation emergency response to an
armed intruder with the Seattle Police
Department," said senior vice president,
Tim Leary Ph.D. "We made changes in
looking at response teams, examining who
needs to be where and when."
The Virginia Tech report focuses on the
mental condition and capabilities of Seung
Hui Cho, the troublesome behavior that
was both documented and undocumented
throughout Cho's life, the lack of
coordination on behalf of both campus,
local and federal authorities to assess Cho's
instability, and connects the dots between
his mental health issues. Additionally, Cho's
ability to purchase weapons in the state of
Virginia, despite being labeled as a potential
danger to himself and others, his being
briefly institutionalized and subsequently
ordered to outpatient care, and cracks in
the mental health policies and procedures
of the Commonwealth ofVirginia were also
analyzed in the report.
Seattle University has never witnessed
a tragedy on the scale of the Virginia Tech
Massacre, in fact, as far as Spectator records
report, there has not been a homicide on
this campus in the past 40 years. However,
because the university is located within an
urban environment, this campus is exposed
to a perpetually evolving and persistent
threat.
"The system here is in very good shape
right now, and we're looking to improve
upon it," said Leary.
In the months since the Virginia Tech
attack Seattle University has moved to expand
its information dissemination technology
via new and previously inaccessible forums.
The most public of which was launched
on Sept. 21, and solicits the off campus
vendor e2Campus, to send out emergency
information via text messages to students
and faculty cell phones.
"Ninety percent ofall university students
are carrying cell phones," said Director of
Public Safety Michael Sletten. "To be able
to utilize that medium and be able to get a
text message out is extremely empowering.
The Virginia Tech report makes it clear how
empowering that possibility is."
Though the most innovative part of
this new emergency information exchange
relies on cell phone correspondence,
personal accounts can be set up through
the university so that individuals can
have multiple forums of contact reached,
increasing the likelihood ofreaching the
intending target. Accounts can beset up to
contact cell phones, any land line phones
and other personal communication devices
such as blackberries and PDA's
The InformationTechnology Council,
in collaboration with Sletten examined
multiple message alert systems over the
summer, and ultimately decided to use
e2Campus, because the product best suited
the needs of the university.
Though the service went live nearly
two weeks ago, the drive to encourage the
Seattle University community is now in full
swing. "We need people's phone numbers,"
said Leary. "The service is only as good as .the
data you have. We are putting a campaign
together [to maximize involvement]."
In addition, the University has purchased
upgrades to the blue security phones located
across campus. The upgrades will allow for
information and alerts to be broadcasted
from each of the blue phones. Previously the
phones could only be used to relay messages
to a central command post mannedby Public
Safety.
The main Seattle University website has
also undergone upgrade insofar as it will now
broadcast an alert across every page of the
site altering users to a potential danger on
campus.
The new systems being employed on
Seattle University's campus, as well as
nearly all campuses across the country
present an outstanding forum for effective
communication, however, they also
present challenges, some of which may be
unforeseen.
"One thing that you don't want to have
happen is to bombard people with messages
so that they become meaningless," said
Leary.
The system will only be used in extreme
circumstances in which a portion of the
campus is put into a lockdown mode due
to security threats.
In direct response to the Virginia Tech
review panel's findings, Seattle University
has instituted and will continue to institute
revisions in its judicial review policy,
its psychological services capacities and
referrals, and overall flow ofcommunication
of pertinent information from all levels of
the institution.
"There have been changes in theway that
campuses deal with threats and with different
situations," said Leary.
Additionally, the university will continue
to pay closer attention to individual's
behavioral issues, and will act on any
perceived threats to the University.
"Anything that is perceived to be a threat
will.be addressed immediately and acted
upon, whether that means temporarily
suspending a students, or permanently
removing the individual from the campus,"
saidLeary. "Ofcourse the privacy of students
is a major concern. All reports will be
investigated in a confidential manner, and
charges are brought if there is a substantial
cause for concern."
Leary reiterated his assertion that the
universitywill continue to respect theprivacy
ofstudents, noting that the University is not
acting like big brother, and is not interested
in the minute and benign elements of
student life.
Nicholas can be reached at
lollinin@seattleu.edu
Julie-Ann Ignacio The Spectator
Community crime continues to impact campus
Emily Holt
Staff-Writer
While all kinds ofuniversities have expe-
rienced acts ofviolence, urban campuses, like
Seattle University, have the added concern
of neighborhood crime. With new precau-
tions such as text message activated personal
calls and the enhancement of the Emergen-
cy Blue Light Stations, one could wonder,
have these new safety measures resulted from
higher crime rates on Capitol Hill, or are
they a natural result of living on an urban
campus?
According to Seattle University director
of Public Safety Mike Sletten, auto prowl-
ing, auto theftand property crimes have been
rising in the area in the past few months. Ve-
hicle prowling is the primary activity, along
with ongoing auto theft, bike theft and nar-
cotic activity. There is no particular trend for
instances in which the victim knew his or
her attacker. According to Sletten however,
crime is more frequent on the northeastern
and southeastern edges of campus.
The most recent available charts ofcrime
statistics for the East Precinct show no re-
ported murders in the area, but there have
been three reports of rape since January
2007. In that same time frame robbery and
burglary combined have reached a high of
approximately 200 instances, including resi-
dential and non-residential burglary. There
have been 124 instances of assault, 78 per-
cent ofwhich were non-aggravated. Theft
has reached a high of over 400 instances as
of January 2007 - city wide high of 2,000
- but over 60 percent of those thefts were in
amounts under $200.
However, when compared to the North
Precinct, which includes areas between the
Puget Sound and Lake Washington such as
Fremont, crime rates in SU's neighborhood
are lower. While the North Precinct makes
up a little over 30 percent of total crimes
in Seattle, the East only makes up approxi-
mately 20 percent respectively.
But while comparable statistics are higher
on average in the North Precinct, those rates
are decreasing on most accounts. In the East
Precinct however, the assault rate has dropped
but residential robberies have increased.
"Loitering, shootings and drug activity
have beenreported in higher instances over
the past summer," said Ted Divina, district
coordinator of the Department ofNeighbor-
hoods.
The Department is currendy working to
ensure that housing permits are compatible
with the characteristics ofthe neighborhood
and that they ensure affordability - factors,
that when well controlled, can create safer
atmospheres. The Seatde Police Department
also works to lower the crime in the area.
"The Seattle Police Department Works
very closely with SUs students and faculty to
void issues before they occur," said Captain
Paul MacDonagh ofthe East Precinct.
Public Safety officers meet twice a month
with East Precinct officers and local commu-
nity agencies. Once a quarter Public Safety
hosts a Safety & Security meeting with the
East Precinct and all hospitals and colleges in
the area. Sletten also attested to the fact that
bike patrols, the Anti-Crime team, Com-
munity Police Team officers and narcotic
officers are continually working the areas
around campus.
According to Captain Paul MacDonagh
of the East Precinctof the Seattle PD, Seattle
University's personal contact with the pre-
cinct has been commendable on average.
"There have been minor instances over the
years with Seattle University, whether crimi-
nal in nature or social," said MacDonagh.
"SU has been a pretty good partner to work
with, being right there to assist students and
very supportive of those living in the com-
munity."
Regardless of the positive relationship be-
tween SU and the East Precinct, Sletten still
urges personal caution.
"As we are located in a highly dense popu-
lation urban setting, 1 strongly remind all of
us that crime can and does happen anywhere
at any time," said Sletten. "We need to all
be mindful ofwhere we are going, and how
we are getting there. Use well lit path ways
and use well traveled routes...Use the Night-
hawk service in the evening and foot escorts
throughout and around campus."
Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu
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Public Safety maintains a peaceful campus with
established presence, limited resources
Ashley Seea Staff WriterAll around campusyou'll find the menand women in blue, but are they actuallyprotecting you?Many have wondered, what are theSeattle University Public Safety officersactually doing in the wee hours of theirlong shifts?Behind their laptops, a wide-rangeof speculation can be made. Myspace?World ofWarcraft?"Surprisingly enough, I'm actuallydoing homework!" confesses PatrickMarcus, junior biochemistry major andsecond year student officer.Equipped with a navyblue polo, bulletproofvest, radio, all-access campus card,keys, and a flashlight, student officers areexpected to keep an eye on all incomingtraffic as well as keep the peace through-
out the buildings in shifts of eight hour
increments.
Before each officer begins a shift,
they're briefed on anything that's been
occurring in the area. Then they're offto
settle in for an eight hour shift behind
the front desks ofevery residence hall on
campus.
Roughly each hour and a halfrequires
a student officer from each residence
hall, excluding the Murphy Apartments,
to have an internal and external check.
For example, in Campion an officer is
required to check each floor, the janitor
closets, and surrounding foliage around
the building. Officers are also expected to
check that all phones and fire extinguish-
ers are working.
Whoever is in Campion for the eve-
ning has the responsibility of checking
out the Murphy Apartment garage. This
includes checking beneath and in the
stairwells for any loiters.
Although it's not required, Marcus
admitted that only some officers check
the alleyways, depending on how well-lit
they are.
Robert Bennedsen, senior marketing
management major, and four-year student
officer adds, "We're not the police. We're
justhere to maintain the peace and make
sure things aren't out of control. It's not
like we're required to take a bullet."
Interestingly enough, only the full-
time officers are allowed to carry pepper
spray.
One Public Safety officer reported
that his flashlight, the most weapon-like
thing he's allowed has had a battery out
for months. Therehave also been ongoing
rumors ofnew vests and radios for the of-
ficers, although nothing has appeared.
Public Safety operates on a 24-hour
basis; one full-time officer is supposed
to be patrolling campus at all hours. All
crimes on campus are to be reported to
local police at the East Precinct on 12th
Avenue.
According to Mike Sletten, director
of Public Safety and Transportation, in
an emergency situation they're able to
respond within two to four minutes.
"In general, I feel safe at SU. It's just
not a place that I've ever felt unsafe," says
Caitlin Eisner, a senior marketing stu-
dent. "Regardless ofwhat they're doing,
it's comforting to know there's safety on
campus. And although some campuses,
like UWare more hardcore and have their
own police department, I think [Public
Safety] do the best they can."
Marcus adds, "I feel as though we keep
a pretty good eye on things, and when
action needs to happen and things need
to beaddressed we do so in a timely man-
»ner.
During their hiring process, Public
Safety analyzes several factors: a writ-
ten evaluation, a background check, and
i personal interview. Yet, according to
iletten, fitness tests are not administered
is a part of the application process.
And although no officers are allowed
10 use force, Eisner jokes, "I suppose it's
a good thing that some of them are in
ROTC —that's far better than nothing!"
Ashley can be reached at
seea@seattleu.edu
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Senior philosophy major, Tim Merralls
works in the Public Safety office and
keeps an eye on five monitors display-
| .-as.
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Robert Bennedsen, a senior managementand marketing major, waits for passengers
to load into the Night Hawk before taking them to their destination.
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Public Safety employee Carmen Taylor, standing outside of Hunthausen,




Across the Universe dazzles with love
Emily Holt
Staff writer
If "she is the kind of girl you
want so much it makes you sorry,"
then this could be the kind of
movie you enjoy so much it makes
you sorry—sorry you didn't have
more mind-altering drugs to help
you enjoy the experience.
"Across the Universe," directed
by Julie Taymor, is a charming,
visually spectacular film that
wistfully captures the struggles ofa
time in American history that is not
distant, nor irrelevant. One leaves
the theater with his or her head
slightly tiltedand mouth ajar.
The Beatles musical begins
with protagonist Jude, sitting on a
beach. He sings the opening lyrics
to "Girl" beckoning the audience
to hear the story of "the girl who
came to stay."
The film conforms loosely to
cinematic conventions of plot
building in the first 15 minutes,
setting up the lives of three
characters, soon to be intermeshed
in an hour and a halfacid trip, set
to the turbulent political backdrop
of 1960sAmerica.
Jim Sturgess plays Jude: a poor,
cheeky dock worker in England,
who leaves his single mother
household to find his father, a
janitor at the ivy covered walls
of Princeton. Lucy, played by
Evan Rachel Wood, is a blonde,
fresh-faced American sweetheart,
hopelessly falling in love with her
beau entering the U.S. Army. Joe
Anderson plays Maxwell, your
average privileged Princeton
student. He is most often found
on the roofs of those ivy covered
buildings, hitting golf balls off
buildings and drinking copious
amounts of alcohol.
Wood shines as Lucy, who turns
in her corset for bell bottoms when
her beau is killed in the war, and
her brother, Maxwell is shipped
off to Vietnam. Wood finds solace
in her young love with Jude, who
struggles with artistic expression,
inspiration, and survival in the
midst of the conflicts ofnationalism
and idealism during the Vietnam
years. Sturgess portrays a pseudo-
John Lennon character perfectly,
fulfilling the dual angst and
sweetness inherent in the screen
role of the exiled artist.
The entrance of each character
that joins the tight-knit trio
coincides with a Beatles number
that matches their name and
explodes forth on the screen with
raw energy, color, and ardent vocals
sungby the actors themselves. Once
the characters are introduced, strict
plot conventions fall away, instead
focusing the viewer's attention on
thevisual spectacle and passions of
the individual characters.
There were moments in
which I doubted whether what I
was seeing was truly well placed
artistic expression or just far-
fetched attempts at a forcedartistic
rendering of volatile events. Still,
the frenetic journey of two lovers
struggling with artand revolutionary
zeal was too endearing to discredit
the questionable moments.
One might wonder where
Taymor is going when she
introduces Bono as a stoned
performance artist with a horrid
American accent singing, "I Am a
Walrus," but why not followBono
if he is to take you into a world
where Eddie Izzard is a circus
master in the midst offields ofwild
flowers, giant puppets and aquatic
orgies? I say go for it.
"Across the Universe" succeeds
best in expressing the difficulties
in maintaining relationships and
ones faith in humanityin the midst
of the torments of the civil rights
movement and the Vietnam War.
Taymor deals with such difficult
political and social issues in a
sensitive manner, while exploring
the possible inspiration behind
the work of one of the world's
most beloved bands. Ultimately
the movie declares, as The Beatles
once did so simply and beautifully
in song, that "All you need is love."
And, with amazing music, well
choreographed scenes and spunk,
love is what this movie depicts.
Emily can be reached at
holte@seattleu.edu
Courtesy of SonyInc.
(Clockwise from top) Martin Luther McCoy as Jo-Jo, Dana Fuchs as Sadie, T.V. Carpio as Prudence,
Ekaterina Sknavina as Rita, Evan Rachel Wood as Lucy, Jim Sturgess as Jude, Kiva Dawson as MaxOs
Girl, Joe Anderson as Max, and Halley Wegryn Gross as MaxOs Girl in Revolution.
Choreographer honored at Moore
Ashley See
Staff writer
With dimmed lights and a
full house, The Moore Theater
celebrated its 100year anniversary
by tipping its hat to famed
contemporary choreographer
Martha Graham.
In the most charmingly
nostalgic manner, the New York
based Martha Graham Dance
Company (MGDC) took the
stage with a ghost to impress.
As theluscious scarlet curtains
parted, a trio of Graham's early
solos teased in heavy jingles from
a gilded barefoot escapist in
"Serenata Morisca," a lamenting
statue birthed melancholic grief
in the shape of a purple jersey
knit in the iconic "Lamentation."
To round the trio was Graham's
sardonic "Satirical Festival
Song," in which a redhead pitter-
pattered all across the stage to
the toots of a .jumpy clarinet
like a distantrelative of the Mad
Hatter.
Cajoled by the Seattle Theater
Group for a one-night only
performance, the MGDC made
a rare trip to the Northwest.
With the centennial anniversary
of The Moore, and the
contemporary dance troupes 80
year anniversary, the two events
were simply too monumental to
be celebrated apart.
Essentially, Graham is The
Moore, The Moore is Graham.
Founded in 1926, the
MGDC was tackled by financial
difficulties and forced to shut
down. Luckily, in the last two
years the company has been
able to reemerge and reestablish
itself.
A monumental name in
the Seattle arts scene, Graham
not only danced the stages of
Seattle in the 19305, but in a
50-year career span created over
150 dances. She also taught
her revolutionary technique
of contraction and release to
students at Cornish College of
the Arts for several years.
Nearly two years ago, the
Cornish Dance Theater did a
revival of Graham's "Diversion
of Angels."
Although the crowd was lined
with faces old and young, a herd
of Cornish students flooded the
balcony. Pouring over the edges
of their seats, the novice dancers
admonished the very technique
they'd studied for months.
"The thing about Graham
technique is that you're
constantly thinking about how
your movements correlate with
everyday life. It's dramatic, it's
metaphorical, and although it's
modern, it's extremely balletic,"
remarked Joel Hathaway, a
senior dance major who danced
in the Cornish Dance Theater
version.
The "Diversion of Angels"
shows a world that MGDC
artistic director Janet Eilber
describes as a topsy-turvy,
slightly off-kilter view of love.
Graham likened the as three
different aspects of love. Shades
of daffodil exhilarate the joys of
innocence and youth in the form
of bold leaps and playful holds.
While red alludes to passion and
pleasure, and white balances on
long holds and tender maturity.
To a novice, the vivacious
hair whipping of the Rapunzel-
like females may seem like less
of an extension of movement,
and more of a commercial for
Pantene Pro-V.
Phenomenal in performance,
simply being a part of the
landmark evening would make
anyone feel a part of the thump
that beats in the heart of the
Seattle arts scene.
Ashley can be reached at
seea@seattleu.edu
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El Corazon, 7:30 p.m., $10
October 9
Tech N9NE
Moore Theatre, 7:00 p.m.,
$25
October 10
Underoath, Every Time I
Die, Poison The Well
The Showbox SODO, 6:30
p.m., $21
Schoolyard Heroes mature on new album
Rose Egge
Entertainment editor
As I stood in front of the stage
for Schoolyard Heroes' CD release
show awaiting the band's set, I had
no idea what to expect. Suddenly,
the lights dimmed and a gloomy
guitar line filled the venue. The
band took stage and lead singer
Ryann Donnelly appeared in a
black and white tutu, fishnets and
dirty converse high tops. I found
myself wondering, "What is going
on:
Then it began, Schoolyard
Heroes letloose on stage in a chaotic
and seductiveburst ofenergy. While
bassist Jonah Bergman rocked
hard and screamed into his mic,
Donnelly danced around, singing
in the face of fans one second and
flopping on the ground the next.
While they were erratic and a bit
overwhelming, Schoolyard Heroes
are also mesmerizing live, as their
many fans can attest.
"You never know if I'm going to
be sitting on your shoulders at the
end or if Jonah's going to hit you
with his bass, but ultimately we're
just dancing and singing our hearts
out to these songs that we love so
much," Donnelly says.
It's also easy to see the band's
appeal with its mix of hard rock
and metal that becomes fun and
danceable when Donnelly adds her
dramatic vocals.
While Schoolyard Heroes are
now signed to Stolen Transmission
records and have a growing fan base,
the band's success did not happen
overnight. Schoolyard Heroes have
been rocking all over Seattle since
2001. And since the start, all ofthe
band members have been extremely
dedicated.
"[When we started,] I couldn't
believe that I got to sing in a rock
band. That was crazy," Donnelly
says. "Then it sort of took over
our lives in a way and it was all we
wanted to do."
While the band's passion never
changed, their music has developed
over the years. In the beginning,
they were quickly categorized as a
"horror rock" band, writing songs
about vampires, zombies and other
themes from old horror flicks.
"We've become much better
songwriters and musicians and
our sound has definitely changed,"
Donnelly says. "We used to always
say we sounded like NOFX with
a girl singer, but we went through
different genres as our sound
changed and progressed."
That progression brought
Schoolyard Heroes to their latest
album "Abominations." Coming
across as more cohesive, the album
describes the horrific side ofhuman
nature with an overlying theme of
the apocalypse.
Musically, the vocals and
instruments on "Abominations"
compliment each other nicely to
make this album more refined than
other Schoolyard Heroes records.
The tracks are also diverse. While
some songs, like "Plastic Surgery
Hall Of Fame" are an aggressive
metal dance party, "Violence Is
All The Rage" is a softer, sweeter,
romantic tune. So far the band has
received positive feedback on the
album from both fans and critics.
"The fans are so beautiful and
wonderful and incredibly dedicated
and supportive of us, we could not
ask for anything more," Donnelly
says. "Especially in Seattle. We've
been around for awhile and they've
stuck by us so whole heartedly and
been really supportive ofus and our
music."
Currently touring across the
U.S. in support of "Abominations,"
Schoolyard Heroes is content with
their success so far.
"This is what we love above all,
so I just hope we get to do this as
long as possible," Donnelly says. "I
just hope that people are into this
record and love it."
Rose can be reached at
eggee@seattleu.edu
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Ryann Donnelly performs live at El Corazon on Sept. 18.
Local galleries raise eyebrows and hair
Michael Magidman
Volunteer writer
As students are returning to
campus, they will be treated to a
number of new art galleries in the
area.
Brand new to campus, theKinsey
Gallery recendy opened its doors for
the 2007-2008 school year in the
corner of the Casey building's first
floor. For its first exhibit, director
Naomi Kasumi has recruited the
talent of internationally known
artist Garret Keith.
At first glance of the nearly
empty room, one might think that
a child found a paper shredder to
play with. However, anyone who
gives this provocative work a closer
look can see much more in the
assortments ofsynthetic paper that
has been painted, shred, stapled
and deliberately arranged. Initially
entitled "Controlled Mayhem,"
Keith says ofhis work: "The three-
dimensional work pokes fun at the
process by which the work is made,
controlling the material by merely
stapling into circles and grids, thus
forming the pieces."
"For me, the quickly painted
sheets ofsynthetic paper thinly cut
and stapled create chance poems
of line, color and shadow which
simultaneously mock and glorify
drawing and sculpture."
For those who justcrave a diverse
collection of art, check out the
Hedreen Gallery located in the Lee
Center for the Arts. There you will
find a various collection ofworks,
everything from paintings and
collages to prints and drawings.
"The Hedreen Gallery's mission
is to expose the vibrancy ofSeattle's
artistic community," says curator
Carrie Scott. "We put on really
diverse shows, some that juxtapose
art by nationally known artists
against unknowns, and some that
feature one artist's work."
The latest exhibit at the Hedreen
Gallery, Arts Illustrated, brings
together illustrators Sonja Ahlers,
Chris Buening and Jed Dunkerley.
All three artists find inspiration
outside the confines of fine art.
They use the vernacular of mass
culture, such as comics and fashion
as well as architectural drafting
and ornamental design, to convey
poignant and personal messages.
J
Ifyou're willing to venture a few
blocks from campus, the Frye Art
Museum iscurrently exhibiting anew
series from artist Patricia Piccinini.
This provocative, yet ambiguous
series entitled "Hug" features
sculptures, photographs, drawings,
and video installations depicting
various creatures interacting with
humans in a variety ofways.
One sculpture depicts a life size
imitation of the artist herself with
a small, nearly-hairless, badger-
toothed animal that has jumped
onto her face, knocked her back
and engulfed her entire head with
an embrace that may be hostile or
playful. The creature's counterparts
look on with unrevealing glares,
perched atop halves ofbaby carriages
hung on the wall.
Piccinini's exploration of the
often strange interaction between
humans and animals is spurred
by the questions raised by genetic
research. For the exhibit she has
created many different creatures
that are so detailed they could very
well be something out of a Star
Wars universe. Her fascination with
human-animal hybrids is apparent
in the design ofherspecies when one
can closely see opposable thumbs
and human-like facial features
mingled with entirely inhuman
characteristics like scales on the back
reminiscent ofan armadillo.
The best thing about all of these
galleries is that they fit a student's
budget with free admission. Next
time you have a break between
classes walk a few feet and you're
likely to stumble across one of
our neighborhood's newest art
galleries.
Keith's workwill be on display at
theKinsey Gallery from September
26 through October 26. The
Gallery's hours are Monday through
Friday, 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. and 1
p.m. to 4 p.m.
The Hedreen Gallery is open
Tuesday through Sunday from 1-.30
p.m. to 6 p.m.
Piccinini's workwill be on display
at theFrye through January 6. The
Frye Art Museum is located on
Terry Avenue and is open Tuesday
through Saturday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m..
Admission is free.
Mike can be reached at
magidman@seattleu.edu
Courtesy the Frye Art Museum
Piccinini's Bodyguard is on display at the frye until January 6th.
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"A Thousand Splendid Suns"
Khaled Hosseini
Whether you have read Khaled
Hosseini's acclaimed novel
"The Kite Runner" or not, this
poignant story of two women
caught in catastrophic events
is both emotionally jarring
and thought provoking. While
it spans Afghanistan's history
from the Soviet Invasion to
the aftermath of the Taliban's
reign, this is really a personal
story about an unlikely
bond between two women.
Expect to learn a lot about
Afghanistan's culture and take
yourtime pouring overeach of
Hosseini's eloquent words.
"So Wrong, It's Right"
All Time Low
Looking for pop-punk without
the overly produced sound
that seems to have taken
over the genre lately? Then
"So Wrong, It's Right" will
scratch your itch. With a raw,
youthful lead vocal and sweet
harmonies All Time Low may
not blow your mind, but you
will have a good time rocking
out to it. Pop this one in for
those moments when you
miss the summer or need to
escape Seattle's fall gloom.
Sounds Like: New Found
Glory, Amber Pacific
sports
Shaw takes over club sports at SU
Joshua Lynch
Staff Writer
With over 30 intramural activities
and more than 1,200 Seattle
University students participating,
Matt Shaw had his hands full as the
coordinator of intramural sports.
Now his position description just
got longer.
Shaw, entering his second year at
SU, is now responsible for all club
teams affiliated with the university
due to the recent departure of Don
Ross, former assistant director of
recreational sports.
Ross, who ended his duties
in August, transferred to Eastern
Washington University to become
director of athletic compliance.
Ross worked at SU for four
years, starting as the assistant
athletic director for compliance and
operations. He also held positions
in athletic departments at University
of Dayton, Utah State and the
University of Southern California.
"A couple of years ago he moved
over to recreational sports," saidShaw.
"I don't think it was his doing—he
just got shuffled around. He always
wanted to get back in athletics."
For Ross the decision was more
than getting back into athletics.
"It was a very difficult decision
to leave Seattle University because
1 worked with great people in the
recreation sports department and
the sense of community on campus,
but in the end I chose what was best
for my family," said Ross, who did his
undergraduate studies at EWU.
Ross' new duties involve keeping
EWU's athletics department in
compliance with NCAAregulations,
including policies concerning
eligibility, financial aid and
continuing education for coaches
and staff.
Meanwhile, Ross' former position
remains empty at SU and Shaw
does not know of any present staff
members that have applied for it.
In the meantime, the workload has
been distributedto other employees,
including Shaw.
"Basically with sports clubs I'm
trying to figure out what's going
on and what needs to be done this
time of year," said Shaw, who plans
to coordinate better with the club
connections office and monitor the
club teams more than in previous
years. "Before, club teams were given
money, given a place to practice, and
we said go for it. Now we want to
make sure we have eligible students
playing and doing everything
safely."
But Shaw also recognizes club
teams are organized by students for
the students.
"I don't want to be in an ivory
tower sayingyou can do this, you can
do that," said Shaw, who mentioned
clubs get to propose what funding
they need instead of receiving a
set amount. A staff member then
determines what expenses are
necessary.
No new sports clubs have been
added as of yet this year, and as it
stands some clubs may not continue
because ofdwindled interest.
"If you want to start a sport club,
it is pretty easy. But we have to have
a good foundation to carry on to the
next year and have good leadership.
We want to carry on tradition—not
deal with fads," said Shaw, noting
that a lot of clubs tend to "fizzle
out" and no longer exist after the
first year.
Intramural sports will say goodbye
to floorhockey this year and say hello
to inter-tubewater polo as the newest
activity, and recreational sports will
also be introducing the All-Sports
Points Championship, a system
in which groups such as residence
hall floors or collegiums earn points
throughout the year in any intramural
activity. Points are awarded for
participation, sportsmanship, level
ofcompetition, and winning. Shaw
will keep track of points himself.
Just like club sports, new
intramurals are also easy to start with
the department. "We're really open
to new ideas. If it's a safe activity,
we have the facilities, and there's
enough interest. We'll do pretty
much anything...within reason,"
said Shaw.
Shaw encourages all students to
try an intramural sport that interests
them. "I think thatit's a great way to
meet people informally. Intramurals
are not that competitive—mostly it's
about going out and having fun."
He would know. As an
undergraduate student at Central
Washington University and a
graduate student at Washington
State University, Shaw participated
on basketball, Softball, flag football,
volleyball, and dodgeball intramural
teams.
"I think intramurals and sports
clubs allow students an opportunity
to socialize and experience a different
aspect ofcollege than justbeing in the
classroom," said Shaw. "It provides
students with different opportunities
for learning, and it's fun."
Joshua can be reached at
lynchjl @seattleu.edu
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Matt Shaw is the new director of intramural and club sports at SU.
Lack of weights due to miscommunication
Michael Magidman
VolunteerWriter
Those students who have been
utilizing the Connelly Center
weight room lately may have no-
ticed that it looked a little empty.
In short, the weight room could
be more accurately described
as a room than a weight room.
Without benches, without bar-
bells, without machines, and
even without the weights them-
selves there is not much one can
do besides push ups.
Why have these precious
tools of health and fitness been
snatched away from underneath
us before you can say the word
"squat?" The answer to that ques-
tion is bogged down in proce-
dure.
Weight room manager and
certified strength and condition-
ing coach Kristin Christopher
has been on a crusade all sum-
mer to retain new equipment
for the weight room patrons:
new dumbbells, new benches,
new barbells, and new weights.
Ordered July 1, the new equip-
ment was initially thought to be
arriving mid-to-late August.
However, much to the dis-
may of Christopher and the
iron-pumpers, we are now ex-
periencing delays. Christopher
explained that the company
through which she ordered the
new equipment employs a policy
unlike many fast-food burger
joints: they won't make it until
it is ordered. Until Christopher
picked up the phone and said the
magic words, the engineers had
not welded the metal or stitched
the fabric.
Christopher went on to ex-
plain that the manufacturers rely
on a company named Mass Mov-
ers to deliver the equipment once
it is ordered. The problem is the
moving companywill not deliver
the equipment until they receive
the full order from the manufac-
turer. So as the last items of the
order are acquired by the moving
company the equipment ready
for delivery sits around covered
in dust instead of the sweat of
hard working lifters.
Furthermore, Christo-
pher elaborated, she could not
schedule a date for the moving
company to bring in the new
equipment until the company
received the full order. Due to
bureaucratic delays between
the manufacturer and the mov-
ing company, the transition
could not be scheduled until
Oct. 1.
But where are all the old
weights in the meantime? Origi-
nally, they were to be donated to
Chief Sealth High School, but
after that fell through Christo-
pher had some worries. "I didn't
want there to be overlap," she
said.
In order to ensure therewould
be room when the moving com-
pany arrived with the new equip-
ment Christopher found others
to donate the old equipment to.
Some of it has been taken by the
ROTC students to their workout
facility and some was donated to
a group called Kent Youth and
Family Services.
"Beggars can't be choosers,"
Christopher invokes to explain
why when the recipients offered
to take the old equipment early,
she obliged.
"It's been a battle," Christo-
pher explained as she exhaled,
bearing the burdens of many
anxious lifters.
"There's nothing in here to
do now. I can't get any workouts
done. My schedule is all messed
up, and there's not a single thing
I can do about it," expressed one
lifter who preferred to remain
anonymous.
However, Julie Woodward,
head coach of the women's soc-
cer team, has been more under-
standing
"I've been here for 11 years
and Kristen has done some great
things," she said. "Some people
have been angry but I'm like,
'C'mon guys, good things come
to those who wait.'"
However, weight lifters as well
as athletes can now rejoice for
the brand new equipment is here
and ready to be pressed, pulled,
squatted, rowed and curled.
Mike can be reached at
magidman@seattleu.edu
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Fall sports producing epic results at Seattle U
Women's Soccer
Warn (10-2, 5-1 GNAC)
Besides having to hang out with
your parents for the final weeks
of summer and having no one to
throw you a going away party, the
quarter system has other drawbacks.
Students arrive on campus weeks after
the beginning of an exhilarating fall
sports season.
As Seattle University prepares to
move to Division I, this season will
mark the last year SU competes at
the Division II leveland the last time
teams will have arealistic opportunity
to bring home a championship. Teams
have responded by producing some
epic results.
In order to prepare for Division I,
teams have recruited extraordinarily
talentedfreshman athletes. Freshman
are starters and crucial parts of all of
the teams at Seattle University.
Though suffering a crushing
second-overtime loss to archrival
Seattle Pacific Universityon Saturday
afternoon, the women's soccer team
began the season on the right foot.
Currently ranked 15th in the nation
(Seatde Pacific is ranked 3rd); the lady
Redhawks hope to bounce back from
the loss and continue a great season.
"We knew itwas going to be a real
tough game," said Julie Woodward,
Seattle University head coach. "1
thought we played better in the first
half and they played better in the
second half. These are the type of
games that you love to play in."
Freshmen Megan Newell and Kara
Kutder both substituted into the game
against SPU and have seen substantial
game time. Kuttler has recorded four
goals and two assists in 12 games this
season.
However, the leadership from the
senior class has lead SU to its current
national rankings.
"We have a fantasticsenior class,"
saidWoodward. "On and off the field
they do an amazing joband they show
great work ethic. I'm very proud of
them and the rest ofthe team."
Senior forward Leah Wymer has
been leading by example, scoring 12
goals in 12 gamesand recording three
assists.
Seattle University has another
chance to beat Seattle Pacific and
much of their season left to play.
"We have eight more games to put
this loss behind us," said Woodward.
Chico State University gave SU its
only other loss on an early road trip
three games into the season.
Men's Soccer (8-2)
Currently ranked 13th in the
nation, the men's soccer team could
be making another run at a national
title. In the middle of a long home
stretch, the team plays better and
better each game.
Avenging an earlier loss, Seattle
University beat Montana State Billings
1-0 with a second-overtime goal from
senior forward Jason Cascio on Sept.
24. The men followed thatgame with
a 2-0 win over University ofCalifornia
San Diego. Casciorecorded both goals
in that match as well.
If he continues to play as he has,
Cascio could find himself along the
likes of Bobby McAllister and Alex
Chursky as one ofthe top goal-scorers
in SU history.
"I try not to think about it,"
said Cascio. "Those guys are on a
whole new level from me. Just to be
mentioned with those guys is good."
Head coach Brad Agoos has been
thoroughly impressed withCascio and
the rest of the seniors on the team.
"The captain's have been great,"
said Agoos. "Eric Forner has done
everything we've neededhim to. John
Fishbaugher is the heart and soul of
the team. Dustin Albery earned the
respect of the whole team in one year.
Beyond that, Chris Hodges has been
extremely solid in the back; he has
really risen to the occasion."
As the team prepares to compete
at the Division I level, they have
recruited a strong freshman class,
several of which consistently start.
"We're excited about them," said
Agoos. "The whole group is a really
talented class."
One of those freshmen, forward
Nick James, assisted Cascio in his
second goal againstUCSD. Stumbling
through several defenders, James
poked the ball to Cascio for an easy
tap in before hitting the dirt.
Though Agoos does not pay
attention to national rankings, ifthe
team continues to play the way they
have their 40th anniversary season
could be one to remember.
Volleyball (6-10, 3-5 GNAC)
Though struggling to find
consistency, the Seattle University
volleyball team has played well.
Luckily, the league has so much talent
that the league is wide open for any
team to win.
Unfortunately, the team recently
dropped two important home
matches against GNACrivals Central
Washington University and Western
Washington University.
"No one's dominating," saidJason
Behenna, sports information director
at Seattle University. "Everything's up
for grabs. They have a young team
that needs to learn how to win."
The team proved they know how
towin earlier in theseason when they
swept the Alaska schools.
However, in many respects, head
coach Shannon Ellis agrees with
Behenna's assessment.
"In some games the team has
shown their inexperience," said Ellis.
"But I can see their improvement.
They're so quick and they're very good
athletes."
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Some of the losses have been
thoroughly frustrating.
"We beat Northwest Nazarene
University in every measurable
category," said Ellis. "The wins are
going to come."
In order to build a Division I
program, Ellis has five freshmen and
two transfers on the team.
"We let our players know up
front that they are the foundation of
a Division I program," said Ellis.
Cross Country
The surprise of the season has to
be the incredible succes;- of the cross
country program at Seattle University.
One year ago, the team finished dead
last. This year, they are surprising
not only the GNAC, but also the
nation.
"The cross country team is having
their best season ever," saidBehenna.
"They just have more depth this
year."
That depth has come from
extremely talented new recruits and
a team that has finally learned to gel
with their coaching staff.
"We're a big family," said Trisha
Steidl, head coach of the cross country
team. "Everyone gets along really
well."
The team has been lead by the
outstanding efforts of senior Nathan
Heitzinger and juniorKatie Hansen,
both of whom have a chance to
qualify for nationals ifthey run well
at the regional championships.
Heitzinger and Hansen add more
to the team than exceptional ability.
"They're both great captains,"
said Steidl. "They're part of a really
motivated and dedicated group."
Though Steidl is building a
Division Iprogram, she has bittersweet
feelings about the move.
"Now that we're doing so well I
wish could build some more and try
and win the conference," she said.
Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattleu.edu
We (et our players
know up front that they





Freshman Sean Morris of Seattle University slide tackles UC San Diego freshman Brandon Yee.
Braden VanDragt The Spectator
Seattle. University volleyball player Kelly Benson, blocks, Central Washington player Kayla Roof., ~, ,
Jackie Canchola The Spectator
Seattle University senior Jasmine Wilson, #14, scores off a header
against Seattle Pacific University at ChampionshipField.
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editorial
Though the phrase "Don't tase me bro" has swept
through both intellectual circles and comic interludes
in ordinary discussion since it was first uttered during
a question and answer session with Sen. John Kerry D-
Mass; the fact that this phrase relates to an increasingly
disturbing trend in which police enforcement officials
have and continue to use potentially deadly force in un-
threatening situations is cause for alarm.
On Sept. 18, at the University of Florida in Gaines-
ville, Fla., 21-year-old Andrew Meyer became a distur-
bance during Sen. Kerry's open forum. He was resistive
of his removal from the premises, and was disruptive.
However, despite his failure to complywith the demands
of law enforcement, regardless ofwhether or not his in-
tentions were to ask a legitimate question or to create a
scene and nail down his 15 minutes offame, the fact that
he was not an imminent threat to himself or to others
makes the use ofpotentially lethal force unnecessary and
unacceptable.
Though reports as to the exact number of Taser re-
lated deaths are conflicting, most estimates place the
number between 70 and 80 since the product was first
placed on the market in 2000. Taser International, the
company that manufactures the weapon, stands by its
assertion that the weapon has not directly been linked
to any one particular death. They are technically cor-
rect. However, in multiple instances, Tasers have been
included in coroner's reports as contributing factors in
the death. Typically, the cause of death in Taser related
cases are attributed to cardiac arrest, intoxication with
illegal substances and heart disease. According to Taser
International over 260,000 tasers have been sold to law
enforcement, and over 11,000 agencies worldwide have
purchased the product.
The fact that Tasers have and will continue to be used
as an alternative to lethal force is not what is alarming,
instead it is the lack of discretion that law enforcement
officials are using when employing the use of the product.
Taser products supply a 50,000 volt charge through two
barbed hooks, instantly, yet only momentarily, rendering
the suspect incapacitated. To put that type of force into
context, a typical charge from a defibrillator used in a
health care setting in attempts to get an individual's heart
beating rhythmically usually requires a charge of 200 to
1,700 volts. A charge of 50,000 volts is nearly 30 times
that which is required to reinitiate a stable heartbeat.
That type of shock is potentially lethal.
There is a legitimate place for the use of "non-lethal"
force in law enforcement. However, as is the case with any
form of force that is employed, it should only be used as
a last resort, and must always be an appropriate course of
action within the context of the situation presented.
The Spectator editorial board consists ofNicholas Lollini, Lauren Padgett, Chris Kissel, Rose Egge, Sean Towey, Jessica Van Gilder, Michael Fehrenbach, JoeyAnchondo,
Rob La Gatta and Hyung-Min Kim, Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
Students need to take advantage
of innovative safety resources
Joshua Lynch
Staff Writer
April 16, 2007 started like any
other morning on a bustling col-
lege campus. But by the end of
the day, 33 students and faculty
members were dead on Virginia
Tech's campus, and 1 5 more stu-
! dents were still holding on to
their lives in local hospitals be-
cause of one troubled student's
brutal rampage.
That night, President Stephen
Sundborg, S] reassured Seattle
University students they were safe
on this campus.
"Today's events remind us that
college campuses are particularly
vulnerable to events such as this.
However, please know thatSeattle
University does have policies and
| procedures designed to recognize
and respond to potentially threat-
ening individuals or situations,"
he said in an e-mail sent to the
entire student body.
But the next night, I left a fo-
rum held to discuss the safety of
the campus feeling like the uni-
versity was horribly unprepared
should such a tragedy occur here.
The administration was relying
on notifying students by e-mail
in the event of an emergency, a
strategy that was horribly ineffec-
tive at Virginia Tech.
Now I feel like congratulations
are in order; somebody was busy
adding a lot ofsafety precautions
over the summer.
In an e-mail sent out last Fri-
day, the university said it "has
subscribed to e2campus to pro-
vide a campus emergency text
messaging service that will send
time-sensitive emergency com-
munication to students, faculty,
and staff who opt in." The au-
tomated system will send text
messages to registered students'
cell phones in emergency situa-
tions or university closures due
to weather.
Omnilert, a Leesburg, Virgin-
ia company, has made millions
since the Virginia Tech massacre
after enlisting over 250 universi-
ties and colleges in its e2campus
program.
Despite its expense, the
e2campus system is worth it. For
example, when a masked freshman
arrived at the St. John's University
campus in Queens, NY, carrying
a rifle on Sept. 26, university offi-
cials sent a message to its students
with a similar system, which was
installed just three weeks before.
The message was sent so quickly
that a student who helped subdue
the suspect felt his cell phone vi-
brate with the information while
he was restraining the gunman.
Among other precautions be-
ing taken on our campus is the
addition of enhanced emergency
"blue light" phone stations com-
ing in October with the capability
to broadcast a verbal message that
can be heard all over campus.
A webpage hosted by an off-
campus server is also available to
display emergency messages in
case the university's web server
wasn't operating, and students
were required to provide accurate
emergency contact information
online before registering for fall
quarter.
A news release from the A.A.
Lemieux Library last Thursday
announced the building will be
locked after hours, and students
will only be able to access the first
floor lobby and reading room by
using their valid SU identification
cards at readers identical to ones
used at entrances to residence
halls on campus.
But all of these new safety pre-
cautions mean nothing ifstudents
don't participate. As Timothy
Leary, executive vice president of
the University, said in an e-mail
sentFriday, "safety and security is
a shared responsibility requiring
cooperation from all members of
the campus community."
Write me off as a worrisome
Resident Assistant, but I tend
to agree with Leary. I contend
that we all provide our numbers
to e2campus. Moan about this
inconvenience and that right to
privacy, but let's use our brilliant
college noggins to realize it's
worth it if it saves just one life.
Joshua can be reached at
Iynchjl@seattleu.edu
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I remember all of the excite-
ment and the swelling pride I
had in my choice to be a student
at Seattle University when I first
started as a freshman. Since then,
my pride has dwindled.
I began to feel that the prin-
ciples I chose this school for were
being sacrificed toward different
priorities, such as admitting more
students or impressing visitors
and alumni.
When I saw the giant red
painted square next to the Pigott
building this summer, I immedi-
ately understood its futility.
I'm struggling to see how
painting the university's seal be-
came a priority. Despite my an-
tipathy toward the painted block,
the many of the renovations to
the main entrance were necessary,
and have significantly improved
its appearance. The parking lot
needed to be redone, the side-
walks look great and I even like
the red paint that lines the side-
walks.
What I cannot remain silent
on is the giant block which cur-
rently features nothing but an
empty circle, where the university
seal will be painted. The project
manager said the decision for the
seal came later in summer, and
with the current weather, they
must wait for a time window
without rain to safely paint it.
Interesting that no one planned
on rain... in Seattle. Although the
amount of rain won't damage the
painting as much as one would
think, it prevents the campus
from caring about the painting
as they speed across it in the cold
weather.
The paint work already done
has cost roughly $34,000, more
than the yearly tuition for a single
student. With that much money,
everyone should question the
purpose. For current students,
the aesthetic appeal of the paint
doesn't matter, and they probably
won't care whether it exists or not.
In fact, I've heard several jokes
and scoffs about it.
First I thought it a poor at-
tempt to boost school spirit, but
the construction project manager
told me the project's intentions
were to create a more impressive
and notable entrance to the cam-
pus.
So we want people to know
where we are and how to get in,
that's legitimate. But for almost
$500,000?
Gosh, that's a lot of money. I
hope the university makes all of
it back with the tuition of those
prospective students who pick
the school because of the giant
red block and seal they see when
they walk onto campus.
I mean, that's what would've
sealed the decision for me.
I don't understand the desire
to impress these visitors and peo-
pie coming to campus. The school
should be focusing on impressing
the students already here.
This line of reasoning doesn't
bode well for us, or the university.
A superficial attempt to convince
others that we can uphold the sta-
tus ofa premier Division I institu-
tion represents the misguided pri-
orities we currently have to look
shiny and pretty for everyone else,
except those already here.
What makes this school pre-
mier can be found in the class-
room, the professors and its many
great social justice programs, not
displays of red paint.
I'm confident that I'm not the
only one here thinking this, that
a project like this serves no sub-
stantial service to the university.
To me, the painting displays a
priority to obtain more money
and impress outsiders so that we
can convince them, even if not
ourselves, that we can be a big
impressive D-I school.
Maybe that's slightly harsh,
but on the most basic level, it
rains most of the school year any-
ways. That painting will become,
if it has not already, merely a piece
of concrete students and faculty
don't think twice about when they
walk across it. The impression it
makes on visitors will be last for
one passing moment, and then
they will walk on.
Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu
Paperwork can kill: how




For families of missing persons
the waitfor answers is excruciating,
usually with no other recourse of
action other thanblind faith in the
resourcefulness of the local authori-
ties. Luckily, we live in a country
where missing persons cases are in-
vestigated. Unless, of course, you
are a missing adult over the age of
12, then you have a right to your
privacy.
Or death.
Almost drowned in a sea ofbu-
reaucracy and red tape, Maple Val-
ley woman Tanya Rider survived
eight days without food and water
in the bottom ofa ravine off State
Route 169, trapped in her over-
turned SUV. She was on her way
home from work on Sept. 20 when
her car went off theroad. She is cur-
rently recovering at Harborview
Medical Center with a dislocated
shoulder, broken collarbone, dam-
aged legs, severe dehydration, and
failed kidneys.
Rider's husband Tom reported
her disappearance to the King
County Sheriff immediately and
they deduced she lefthim. He knew
that wasn't the case, that his wife
was in trouble. When Tom asked
forTanya's cell phone records, they
told him he would have to wait.
While Tanya struggled for breath,
police authorities declared she
hadn't qualified as a missing person
yet. She was not mentally ill, sui-
cidal, elderly or a minor. Therefore,
she was not a priority.
"We don't take every missing
person report on adults," Deputy
Rodney C. Chinnick said in a state-
ment to the press. "Ifwe did, we'd
be doing nothing but going after
missing person reports."
Well, if the police aren't respon-
sible for protecting the public and
we, as citizens, can not turn to them
for answers, then who can we rely
upon?
King County Sheriff Sue Rahr
said the district receives over 700
missing persons reports a year and
they typically do not react imme-
diately, since adults are thought
to turn up on their own. Or they
would rather not be found. If the
person is under the age of 12 an
Amber Alert may be issued, oth-
erwise, families are forced to wait
for news.
Tom Rider was forced to work
very hard in order for anyone to
take him seriously. A week after
Tanya's disappearance, police finally
made the call to Verizon Wireless to
locate her cell phone signal. They
traced it to a nearby tower off the
highway and found her less than
four hours later.
Ifpolice had acted immediately,
Tanya's would have been an open-
and-shut case. We live in a culture
ofinvasive news coverage, extensive
police resources and information
access, so it's hard to understand
how there are no immediate follow-
up policies in place to protect and
find people who may be in danger.
A majority of missing people have
encountered trouble and need help.
Instead of making assumptions,
the police department should have
takenTom Rider seriously.
Ideally, this case should serve as a
vehicle for change within the justice
system and make it easier forpeople
to access help and resources when
they are most in need. Realistically,
missing persons remain largely un-
protected and lost in paperwork.
For now, at least Tanya can feel
lucky she has a husband who would
not give up on her when her gov-
ernment did.








When Iranian president Mah-
moud Ahmadinejad arrived in New
York to address the United Nations
last week, outrage swept through
the city like wildfire.
Headlines in the Big Apple's
daily tabloid papers decried the
visit. The NYPD refused to grant
him admission to Ground Zero,
where Ahmadinejad had hoped to
lay a wreath honoring America's
loss on Sept. 11, 2001. And many
prominent politicians, including
Christine Quinn of the New York
CityCouncil, lashed out at Colum-
bia University's invitation to allow
the president a public forum on its
campus.
"The idea of Ahmadinejad as
an honored guest anywhere in our
city is offensive to all New Yorkers,"
Quinn wrote, according to an arti-
cle at WABC News. "Ahmadinejad
is a Holocaust denier, here for one
reason - to spread his hate-monger-
ingvitriol on the world stage."
But Columbians president Lee
Bollinger maintained support for
the visit, and didn't cave to his crit-
ics by revoking the invitation. In a
statement at Columbia's Web site,
he argued that the speech was con-
tinuing the university's "long-stand-
ing tradition of serving as a major
forum for robust debate, especially
on global issues."
It seemed like everything was
good to go. Ahmadinejad's arrival
was marked by protest, but nothing
especially violent or disruptive.
Up until the moment he rook
the stage at Columbia, it seemed
that the university was doing the
right thing: inviting a world leader,
regardless of how unpopular or
outlandish his viewpoints, to enter
into the free discussion that sets
America—and American univer-
sities especially—apart from their
contemporaries around the globe.
But then something surprising
happened. Before allowing Ah-
madinejad the chance to speak,
Bollinger seemed to submit to the
pressure thrown at him from groups
across the board that included the
Jewish Defense Organization (call-
ing Ahmadinejad the "Hitler of
Iran"), senators from both sides
of the aisle, and presidential can-
didates from Hillary Clinton to
Rudy Giuliani.
Bollinger opened the eventby
claiming that Ahmadinejad's speech
was meant to help his students
"know thine enemy"—setting Iran
up as an enemy, fueling the claims
of reckless politicians like Joseph
Lieberman who seem bent on war
with the Iranian people and con-
tinuing the propaganda similar to
the anti-Saddam rhetoric seen in
the months before we invaded Iraq
in early 2003.
After blasting everything from
Iran's human rights record to Ah-
madinejad's outspoken Holocaust
denial, Bollinger—who called his
guest a "cruel and petty dictator"—
ends with thisassault: "I doubt that
you will have the intellectual cour-
age to answer these questions. But
your avoiding themwill in itselfbe
meaningful to us. I do expect you
to exhibit the fanatical mindset that
characterizes so much of what you
say and do."
And with that, Ahmadinejad
finally got his chance to speak.
What would compel Bollinger
to take such a cheap shot? True,
many ofhis claims were accurate;
it seems clear Iran does have an
abysmal human rights record, and
Ahmadinejad has said things that
could be considered threats to
Israel's existence. But by painting
Iran's sixth president as an idiot
and a fool before even giving him
the opportunity to speak, Bollinger,
a man who claims to be an advo-
cate offree speech and who leads
a university that will undoubtedly
produce some ofour generation's
world leaders, had already set the
tone of the day.
So much for letting students
make up their own minds on the
major issues ofour time.
In October of last year, Bollinger
released a press release on freedom
of speech that ended: "In a society
committed to free speech, there will
inevitably be times when speakers
use words that anger, provoke, and
even cause pain. Then, more than
ever, we are called on to maintain
our courage to confront bad words
with better words."
Rather than responding with
"better words" and being the lev-
elheaded academic he is touted as,
Columbia's president was reduced
to hitting below the belt.
The point is that, yes, Ahma-
dinejad may be an evil man. He
may be a killer, a homophobe, an
Islamofascist, and an anti-Sem-
ite who hates the Western world
and is bent on its destruction. But
painting him as such before he even
opens his mouth—and influencing
the minds ofhundreds ofColumbia
students in the room and the mil-
lions of eyes watching around the
world—is a dangerous step forward
(or is it backward?) for higher edu-
cation in this country.
A bit of advice, Mr. Bollinger:
Next time you have a controversial
figure come in to your kingdom,
do the right thing by keeping your
opinions to yourself and letting
your students form their own. If
you don't, you risk turning the
American university into a real-life
O'Reilly Factor, a total-spin-zone
where guests are demonized and
belittled by an overzealous host less
concerned with a just world than
inflating his own ego.
Rob can be reached at
lagattar@seattleu.edu
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Assault
September 24, 7:35 a.m.
TheSeattle Police Department
and Public Safety responded
toa report ofan unknown male
knocking a woman to the floor
in a restroom and thenstriking
her twice on the head. Public
Safety searched the campus
and the Seattle Police Depart-
ment searched thelocal area.
Victim was checked for injuries
and then cleared.
Alcohol
September 24, 8:50 p.m.
Public Safety approached a
numberof males and females
in the early twenties consum-
ing beer. The group ran off
andPublic Safety disposed of
a number of beer bottles.
Disturbance/Arrest
September 24,10:50 p.m.
Public Safety and the Seattle
Police Department received
calls of a fight disturbance.
Upon arrival no victim was
found. Three male non-SU
affiliates in thearea were con-




The Seattle Police Department
and Public Safety ended up
addressing students running
from police with camelback
packs filled with alcohol. Two
students were identified and




Two women students report-
ed theyawoke to an unknown
male standing in their room
door. The male apologized
and said he was in the wrong
room. The students reported
they didn't feel threatened by
the male or the situation. The
women left their door ajar.
Theft
September 28,6:30 p.m.
A faculty member reported
her creditcard and debit card
were taken from her purse in
her office while she was gone
for a few minutes.
Attempted Theft
September 28,9:50 p.m.
A student advised Public
Safety she reported to the
Seattle Police Department
that an unknown male tried
to steal her purse as she was
getting off thebus downtown.
The student said she yelled at
the suspect who took off run-
ning.
Redbull Soapbox Race hits Freemont
Slave to the Brine, a team from Seattle, crosses the finish line at the Red Bull
Soap Box Race in Fremont on Saturday.
The "rollin troll" crosses the finishline, the local team won third place.
Joey Holby crosses the finishline after his soapbox
fans try and Q6t a vi©w of thG action last Saturday.
Independent Stoicism,
The Travails of Devin Mcßrownin
Editors note: The writing below is a work offiction in an ongoing series about life at SU. What do you think of the new back page ofyour
newspaper? Send your comments and suggestions to spectator@seattleu.edu.
September 22, 2007
As a creative writing major, I feel that I cannot dare do the world the
disservice that would be done in failing to chronicle the first days of my
experience as a college freshman—pure, raw material just perfect for an
indie movie or a Salinger novel. So here I am, writing for the world, so that
once my fingers can no longer hold a pen and my life'swork is anthologized
by Penguin Classics, the world will still know the early genius of Devin
Mcßrownin.
Move-in day setded down pretty easily enough for me. How can one
not know whereto gowhen there are Redshirts directing your every move?
Lenin was on to something. The catde and I mooed our way into our dorms
and setded in. After dinner, it was naturally time for me to embark on my
first real, uniquely college experience—showering in a dormitory. Armed
with a shower caddy in hand, rubber flip-flops and a terry cloth robe, I
was ready; ready to walk down that hallway. There I was, thusly clothed,
when she stepped outside. Tall, long blonde hair, pink lips. Her hair tied
back, falling down her left shoulder. Standing in a short blue bathrobe. I
just love college.
"Damn it," she swore as she struggled more with thekey, balancing her
shower caddy and green towel precariously on her arm. I continued my
walk, but after passing five feet beyond her door, I stopped.
"Do you need help?" Thank God I had taken my glasses offto shower.
"Um.. .no I'm fine." She tossed her hair out ofher face and kept her eyes
focused on thekey. I waited, watching her ivory fingers for a moment. My
grip on my shower caddy slipped a bit. Why was I wearing a terry cloth
robe? Why did I let my mother buy it for me? Why am I still mentioning
my mother? Her eyes were green. Her cheeks were flushed. John Lennon
began to sing "Girl" in my head.
"Ok, fine..." shelooked up from the doorknob and smiled. "I will play
the damsel in distress. Can you help me?" I put down my shower caddy
and said that I was more than happy to oblige. No, wait; that was what the
Cyrano de Bergerac in my head said. I said, ifI remember correctly, "Doyou
often use Dove soap?" Yes, that is the enigmatic, stoic, well-poised diction
that I chose. Yes. That.
She raised one eye quizzically, turning my stomach with the suspense.
But before I had the luxury ofknowing that she would laugh in the most
beautiful pealsof laughter that mankind has heard since Molly Ringwald in
the Breakfast Club, somehow, somewhere, the Jesuits must have heard the
barely impure thoughts thatI was thinking, have alerted God, and arranged
that as I switched her key from one hand to the other, my towel caught on
her door handle, slighdy pulling at the loose rope serving as a belt around
my bath robe into which it had somehow become intertwined, pulling the
robe down...down. Down. Dear Lord. There I was. Adam in the garden,
pre-sin and guilt. Pre-banana leaves. The laughter finally hit my ears. Itwas
a gende snicker, but still, there I was—George Costanza before Seinfeld's
girlfriend. As I crouched down faster than a dog in heat, grabbed my towel,
muttered some words, and slowly backed away while sputtering something
about how I hoped we would meet again. Behind that door, safely in my
room again, I stood. Oh dear God.
Emily Holt
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